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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new query answering system
for an incomplete Cooperative Knowledge-Based System (CKBS).
CKBS is a collection of autonomous knowledge-based systems called
agents which are capable of interacting with each other. In the �rst
step of the query processing strategy, the contacted site of CKBS
will identify all locally incomplete attributes used in a query. An
attribute is locally incomplete if there is an object in a local infor-
mation system with an incomplete information on this attribute.
The values of all locally incomplete attributes are treated as con-
cepts to be learned at other sites of CKBS (see [6]). Rules discovered
at all these sites are sent to the site contacted by the user and used
locally by the query answering system to replace an incomplete
information by values provided by the rules.
In the second step of the query processing strategy, an incomplete
information is removed from the local information system in a max-
imal number of places. Next, the query answering system �nds the
answer to a user query in a usual way (similar to CKBS query an-
swering system).
Key Words: incomplete information system, cooperative query
answering, rough sets, multi-agent system, knowledge discovery.

1 Introduction

By a cooperative knowledge-based system (CKBS) we mean a collection of
autonomous knowledge-based systems called agents (sites) which are capable of
interacting with each other. Each agent is represented by an information system
(either complete or incomplete) and a collection of rules called a knowledge base.
Any site of CKBS can be a source of a local or a global query. By a local query
for a site i (or i-reachable query) we mean a query entirely built from attributes
which are complete and local at site i. Local queries need only to access an
information system of the site where they were issued and they are completely
processed on the system associated with that site. In order to resolve a global
query for a site i (built from attributes not necessarily complete or local at site
i) successfully, we have to access an information system at more than one site



of CKBS and discover rules describing attributes (used in a query) which are
either not complete or not local at the site i. Rules discovered by neighbors of i
are sent to the site i and used locally by the query answering system to replace
some of the incomplete vales in a local information system by values provided
by the rules. After the process of removing as many incomplete vales as possible
in the information system of site i, the query answering system �nds the answer
to a user query in a usual way (similarly to CKBS query answering system).

There is a number of strategies which allow us to �nd rules describing decision
attributes in terms of classi�cation attributes. We should mention here such
systems like LERS (developed by J. Grzymala-Busse), DQuest (developed by
W. Ziarko),AQ15 (developed by R.Michalski) or rules discovery system based on
discriminant functions proposed by A. Skowron (see [8]). Most of these strategies
have been developed under the assumption that the database part of KBS is
complete. Problem of inducing rules from attributes with incomplete values was
discussed in ([2], [3], [4]). Our strategy shows how to compute such rules with
certainty factors not necessarily equal to 1 and next how to use them to make
local information system more complete. The Chase algorithm presented for
instance in [1] is using dependencies to make a database more complete. We use
rules learned at remote sites to achieve a similar goal.

2 Basic de�nitions

In this section, we introduce the notion of an information system, distributed
information system, a knowledge base, and s(i)-queries which can be processed
locally at site i.

By an information system ([5], [4]) we mean a structure S = (X;A; V; f),
where X is a �nite set of objects, A is a �nite set of attributes (or properties), V is
the set-theoretical union of domains of attributes from A, and f is a classi�cation
function which describes objects in terms of their attribute values. We assume
that:

{ V =
S
fVa : a 2 Ag is �nite,

{ Va \ Vb = ; for any a; b 2 A such that a 6= b,
{ f : X � A �! 2V where f(x; a) 2 2Va � f;g for any x 2 X, a 2 A.

If f(x; a) = Va, then the value of the attribute a for the object x is un-
known. We will call system S incomplete if there is a 2 A, x 2 X such that
card(f(x; a)) � 2. Also, if card(f(x; a)) � 2, then the attribute a is called in-
complete. Otherwise system S as well as the attribute a are called complete.
The set of all incomplete attributes in S we denote by In(A) and the setS
fVa : a 2 In(A)g by In(V ). For simplicity reason any complete or incom-

plete information system will be called, in this paper, an information system.

Let S1 = (X1; A1; V1; f1), S2 = (X2; A2; V2; f2) be information systems.

{ S2, S1 are consistent if f1(x; a) � f2(x; a) or f2(x; a) � f1(x; a) for any
a 2 A1 \A2, x 2 X1 \X2.



By a distributed information system [8] we mean a pair DS = (fSigi2I ; L)
where:

{ Si = (Xi; Ai; Vi; fi) is an information system for any i 2 I,
{ L is a symmetric, binary relation on the set I,
{ I is a set of sites.

System DS is called incomplete, if (9i 2 I)[Si is incomplete].
Systems Si; Sj (sites i; j) are called neighbors in DS if (i; j) 2 L. The tran-

sitive closure of L in I is denoted by L?.
A distributed information system DS = (fSigi2I ; L) is consistent if:
(8i)(8j)(8x 2 Xi \Xj)(8a 2 Ai \Aj)
[(x; a) 2 Dom(fi) \Dom(fj ) �! fi(x; a) � fj(x; a) or fj(x; a) � fi(x; a)].

By a set of s(i)-terms we mean a least set Ti such that:

{ 0;1 2 Ti,
{ (a;w) 2 Ti for any a 2 Ai and w 2 Via,
{ if t1; t2 2 Ti, then (t1 + t2); (t1 ? t2);� t1 2 Ti.

We say that:

{ s(i)-term t is atomic if it is of the form (a;w) or � (a;w) where a 2 Bi � Ai

and w 2 Via
{ s(i)-term t is positive if it is of the form

Q
f(a;w) : a 2 Bi � Ai and w 2 Viag

{ s(i)-term t is primitive if it is of the form
Q
ftj : tj is atomic g

{ s(i)-term is in disjunctive normal form (DNF) if t =
P
ftj : j 2 Jg where

each tj is primitive.

By a query for a site i (s(i)-query) we mean any element in Ti which is in
DNF.

Before we give the interpretation of s(i)-queries, we introduce the notion of
X-algebra. So, let us assume that X is a set of objects. By an X-algebra we
mean a sequence (P;

L
;
N
;:) where:

{ P = fPi : i 2 Jg where Pi = f(x; p<x;i>) : p<x;i> 2 [0; 1] & x 2 Xg,
{ Pi

N
Pj = f(x; p<x;i> � p<x;j>) : x 2 Xg,

{ Pi
L

Pj = f(x;max(p<x;i>; p<x;j>)) : x 2 Xg,
{ :Pi = f(x; 1� p<x;i>) : x 2 Xg,
{ P is closed under the above three operations.

Theorem1. Let Pi; Pj; Pk 2 P. Then:

{ (Pi
N

Pj)
N

Pk = Pi
N

(Pj
N

Pk),
{ (Pi

L
Pj)
L

Pk = Pi
L

(Pj
L

Pk),
{ (Pi

L
Pj)
N

Pk = (Pi
N

Pk)
L

(Pj
N
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N
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N
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{ Pi
L

Pj = Pj
L

Pi,



{ Pi
L

Pi = Pi.

Let DS = (fSjgj2I; L) be a distributed information system where Sj =
(Xj ; Aj; Vj ; fj) and Vj =

S
fVja : a 2 Ajg, for any j 2 I. By a standard

interpretation of s(i)-queries in DS we mean a partial function Mi, from the set
of s(i)-queries into Xi-algebra, de�ned as follows:

{ Dom(Mi) � Ti ,
{ Mi((a;w)) = f(x; p) : x 2 Xi & w 2 fi(x; a) & p = 1=card(fi(x; a))g for any
w 2 Vi,

{ Mi(� (a;w)) = :Mi((a;w))
{ for any atomic term t1(a) 2 f(a;w);� (a;w)g and any primitive term t =Q

fs(b) : (s(b) = (b; wb) or s(b) =� (b; wb)) & (b 2 Bi � Ai) & (wb 2 Vib)g
we have

Mi(t ? t1(a)) = Mi(t)
N

Mi(t1) if a 62 Bi

Mi(t ? t1(a)) = ; if a 2 Bi and t1(a) 6= s(a),
Mi(t ? t1(a)) = Mi(t) if a 2 Bi and t1(a) = s(a).

{ for any s(i)-terms t1; t2

Mi(t1 + t2) = Mi(t1)
L

Mi(t2).

By (k; i)-rule in DS = (fSjgj2I; L), k; i 2 I, we mean a pair (t; c) such that:

{ either c 2 In(Vi) \ Vk or c 2 Vk � Vi,
{ t is a positive s(k)-term which belongs to Tk \Ti,
{ if (x; p1) 2Mk(t) then (9p2)[(x; p2) 2Mk(c)] .

An object x satis�es a rule r = (t; c) with a certainty p at site k, if p = p1 �p2,
(x; p1) 2Mk(t), and (x; p2) 2Mk(c).

We say that (k; i)-rule (t; c) is in k-optimal form if there is no other subterm
t1 2 Tk \Ti of s(k)-term t, such that: if x satis�es rule (t; c) with certainty p,
then x satis�es rule (t1; c) with the same or higher certainty.

Let X = fxi : 1 � i � ng and xi satis�es the rule r = (t; c) with a certainty
pi at site k for any i 2 f1; 2; :::; ng. We say that r has certainty p, if
p = [�fpi : pi 6= 0 & 1 � i � ng]=[cardfi : pi 6= 0 & 1 � i � ng].

By a knowledge base Dki we mean any set of (k; i)-rules satisfying the con-
dition below:

if (t; c) 2 Dki then (9t1)(t1;� c) 2 Dki.

We say that a knowledge base Dki is in k-optimal form if all its rules are in
k-optimal form.

In [6] we proposed an algorithm to construct a knowledge base Dki in k-
optimal form. Let us assume that L(Dki) = f(t; c) 2 Dki : c 2 In(Vi)g. The



algorithm, given below, converts system Si in DS to a new more complete in-
formation system Chase(Si).

Algorithm Chase(Si; In(Ai); L(Dki);
Input system Si = (Xi; Ai; Vi; fi), set of incomplete attributes
In(Ai) = fa1; a2; :::; akg, and a set of rules L(Dki)
Output a system Chase(Si).
begin

j := 1;
while j � k do

for all c 2 Vaj do
while there is x 2 Xi and a rule (t; c) 2 L(Dki)
such that x 2Mi(t) and card(fi(x; aj)) 6= 1 do
fi(x; aj) := c ;

j := j + 1
Chase(Si) := Si
end

By a standard chase-interpretation M̂i of s(i)-queries in a distributed system
DS, we mean the standard interpretation Mi of s(i)-queries in a distributed
information system Chasei(DS) = (fŜjgj2I ; L), where:

{ Ŝj = Sj if j 6= i,

{ Ŝj = Chase(Sj) if j = i.

3 Cooperative knowledge-based system

In this section, we de�ne a Cooperative Knowledge Based System (CKBS) and
introduce the notion of its consistency. We also give an example of CKBS.

Let fDkigk2Ki
, Ki � I, be a collection of knowledge bases where Dki was

created at site k 2 I for any k 2 Ki and Di =
S
fDki : k 2 Kig [Ri. By Ri we

mean a set of rules (t; c) created by an expert and stored at site i. Additionally,
we assume here that t is an s(i)-term. System (f(Si; Di)gi2I ; L), introduced in
([6], [7]), is called a cooperative knowledge-based system (CKBS).

Rules (t1; w1) 2 Dki , (t2; w2) 2 Dni are consistent at Site i if At(w1) 6=
At(w2) or w1 = w2 or Mi(t1 ? t2) = ;. Otherwise, we call them possibly incon-
sistent. We say that the knowledge base Di is consistent at Site i if any two rules
in Di are consistent at Site i. Similarly, we say that the cooperative knowledge
based system DS = (f(Si; Di)gi2I ; L) is consistent if Di is consistent at Site i
for any i 2 I.

Figure 1 gives an example of CKBS. Rules in the knowledge base of Site
2 have been computed at another site of CKBS. It can be easily checked that
these rules are consistent at Site 2.
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Fig. 1. Site 2 of CKBS

4 Query Language and Its Interpretation.

In this section we introduce a query language and propose its optimistic inter-
pretation in a Site(i) of CKBS. A formal system for handling queries in CKBS
will be presented in a separate paper.

Standard chase-interpretation M̂i, introduced in Section 2, shows how to in-
terpret s(i)-queries in a Site(i) of CKBS. The question of interpreting DNF
queries built from values of attributes belonging to a superset of Vi in Site(i)
remains open. Such queries are called global for a Site i. Their standard inter-
pretation at Site i of a cooperative knowledge based system (f(Sj ; Dj)gj2I ; L),
where Dj =

S
fDnj : n 2 Kjg, Si = (Xi; Ai; Vi; fi) is proposed. To simplify our

notation, we write S instead of Si ,we write w instead of and atomic term (a;w)
and assume that V = Vi =

S
fVia : a 2 Aig and CS =

S
fVj : j 2 Ig � V .

Elements in CS are called concepts at site i.

By a query language L(S;CS) we mean a sequence (A; T; F ), where A is an



alphabet, T is a set of DNF terms (queries), and F is a set of atomic formulas.
The alphabet A of L(S;CS) contains:

{ constants: w where w 2 Vi [CS

{ constants: 0;1
{ functors: +, ?, �
{ predicate: =
{ auxiliary symbols: (, ).

The set of terms T is a least set such that:

{ constants 0;1 are terms,
{ if w is a constant, then w;� w are terms,
{ if t1; t2 are terms, then t1 ? t2 is a term.

The set of DNF terms is a least set such that:

{ if t is a term, then t is a DNF term,
{ if t1; t2 are DNF terms, then t1 + t2 is a DNF term.

Parentheses are used, if necessary, in the obvious way. As will turn out later,
the order of a sum or product is immaterial. So, we will abbreviate �nite sums
and products as

P
ftj : j 2 Jg and

Q
ftj : j 2 Jg, respectively.

The set of atomic formulas F is a least set such that:

{ if t1; t2 are DNF terms, then (t1 = t2) is an atomic formula.

Let M̂i be a standard chase-interpretation of local s(i)-queries in DS =
(fSj)gj2I ; L). By a standard interpretation ofDNF queries and atomic formulas
from L(S;CS) in S-consistent cooperative knowledge based system
(fSj; fDkjgk2Kj

gj2I; L), where S = (Xi; Ai; Vi; fi) and Vi =
S
fVia : a 2 Aig,

we mean a partial function Ni from the set of DNF queries into Xi-algebra
(P;
L
;
N
;:) such that:

(1) for any w 2 Via,

Ni(w) = M̂i(a;w), Ni(� w) = :Ni(w)

(2) if w 2 CS ,
Ni(w) = max(f(x; p) : x 2 Xi & (9n 2 Ki)(9p > 0)(9t)[(t; w) 2 Dni &

(x; p) 2 M̂i(t)]g),
Ni(� w) = max(f(x; p) : x 2 Xi & (9n 2 Ki)(9p > 0)(9t)[(t;� w) 2 Dni

& (x; p) 2 M̂i(t)]g) where (x; p) 2 max(D) i�
� (9q > p)((x; p) 2 D & (x; q) 2 D)

(3) Ni(0) = Ni(� 1) = ;, Ni(1) = Ni(� 0) = Xi

(4) for any terms t; w
Ni(t ? w) = Ni(t)

N
Ni(w), Ni(t ? (� w)) = Ni(t)

N
Ni(� w)



(5) for any DNF terms t1; t2
Ni(t1 + t2) = Ni(t1) [Ni(t2),

(6) for any DNF terms t1; t2
Ni((t1 = t2)) = (if Ni(t1) = Ni(t2) then T else F )
( T stands for True and F for False)

From the point of view of site i, the interpretation Ni represents a pessimistic
approach to query evaluation. If (x; p) belongs to the response of a query t, it
means that x satis�es the query t with a con�dence not less than p.

5 Conclusion

We have proposed a new query answering system (QAS) for an incomplete co-
operative knowledge based system (CKBS). The Chase algorithm based on rules
discovered at remote sites helps to make the data at the local site more complete
and the same improve the previous QAS (see [6]) for CKBS.
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